Abstract. We show that positive α−stable densities are hyperbolically completely monotone if and only if α ≤ 1/2. This gives a positive answer to a question raised by L. Bondesson in 1977.
Introduction and statement of the result
This paper is a contribution to the analytical structure of positive stable densities. Up to multiplicative normalization, the latter are defined through their Laplace transform When α is rational, various explicit factorizations of the random variable Z α are available in terms of Beta and Gamma random variables -see Section 2 in [13] and the references therein. The importance of the densities f α stems from the fact that they serve as building blocks in order to construct all strictly stable densities on the line -see Section 7 in [13] . Since their introduction by Lévy in the late twenties, real stable densities are of constant use in probability and statistics. We refer to the classic monograph [15] for a presentation of such densities.
In this paper, we are interested in the following property. A density function f on R + is called hyperbolically completely monotone (HCM for short) if it is the pointwise limit of functions of the type
where all parameters are positive. The denomination comes from the equivalent definition that for every u > 0, the function f (uv)f (u/v) is completely monotone in the variable w = v + 1/v. [2] for the case α = 1/n with n ≥ 2, thanks to a factorization of Z −1 1/n in terms of Gamma random variables -see [14] -which will be discussed in Section 3 below. Unfortunately, such a factorization cannot hold when α is no more the reciprocal of an integer -see Example 7.2.5 in [2] . In [12] , it was shown with the help of Beta-Gamma products that f α is hyperbolically monotone (that is, the function f α (uv)f α (u/v) is non-increasing in the variable w = v + 1/v) if and only if α ≤ 1/2. Other partial results supporting Bondesson's conjecture were obtained in [10] , including the facts that the independent products Z α × Z −1 α and Γ 1/α 1 × Z α have HCM densities if and only if α ≤ 1/2. Finally, a proof of this conjecture in the case α ∈ (1/4, 1/3) was recently announced in [9] .
Our method to solve this problem relies on a certain representation of Z −1 α as an infinite product of independent renormalized Beta random variables, which was recently observed in [11] in the framework of more general stable functionals, and is a simple consequence of Malmsten's formula for the Gamma function. In the case α ≤ 1/2, this representation entails that Z −1 α factorizes into the product of a Gamma random variable Γ α and another infinite Beta product. Using a recent key-result by Bondesson [5] on the stability of the GGC property by independent multiplication of random variables, we can then deduce, without much effort, that this latter factorization has indeed an HCM density.
Proof of the Theorem
Throughout this note, we will denote by B a,b and Γ c the usual Beta and Gamma random variables, with respective densities
It will be implicitly assumed that all quotients and products of given random variables are independent. The following key-lemma can be viewed as a generalization of Lemma 1 in [12] .
Lemma 1. The density of the product
is HCM for every n ≥ 1, a i , b i > 0 and c < min{a i }.
Proof. Set f, g for the respective densities of
The multiplicative convolution formula and the change of variable y = (z + 1) −1 show that
On the other hand, the condition c < min{a i } entails easily from a comparison of the Mellin transforms that y → y −c f (y) is, up to normalization, the density of
Hence, the function z → (z + 1) c−2 f ((z + 1) −1 ) is up to normalization the density of
an−c,bn − 1.
The density of B
and is HCM, so that the law of B [2] shows finally that g is HCM.
Remark. By stability of the HCM property under weak convergence -see Theorem 5.1.3 in [2] , the condition on c can be relaxed into c ≤ min{a i }. A perusal of the proof of Lemma 1 in [12] shows also that the product Γ c × B a,b has a HCM density as soon as a + b ≥ c. We believe that this latter condition is necessary.
The next lemmas provide infinite Beta product representations for positive stable and Gamma random variables, which are interesting in their own right. The proof is essentially the same as that of the main result in [11] , but we provide all details for the sake of completeness. Lemma 2. For every α ∈ (0, 1), one has the a.s. convergent factorization
where γ is Euler's constant, ψ is the digamma function and a n = e ψ(1+nα)−ψ(α+nα) .
Proof. The proof is based on the well-known representation
for every a, s > 0, which is easily obtained from Malmsten's formula for the Gamma function -see e.g. 1.9(1) p.21 in [8] . Making some simplifications, we deduce
where the third equality follows from Fubini's theorem. On the other hand, it is well-known and easy to see from (2) that
which also entails
(see e.g. Formula 1.7.2 (14) in [8] for the second equality). Finally, we observe that the martingale
where all summands are assumed independent, converges a.s. by the martingale convergence theorem, since the variances are uniformly bounded by
Putting everything together and identifying the Mellin transforms shows the required factorization
Lemma 3. For every a, b > 0, one has the a.s. convergent factorization
with b n = e ψ(a+b+nb)−ψ(a+nb) .
Proof. The proof is an analogous consequence of (2), which can be rewritten
for every a, b > 0. We omit the details.
We can now proceed to the proof of the Theorem. Recalling the discussion made in the introduction, we need to show that Z −1 α has a HCM density for every α < 1/2. Applying the elementary factorization
we see from Lemmas 2 and 3 that
with again an a.s. convergent infinite product on the right-hand side, by the martingale convergence theorem. This shows that Z −1 α is the a.s. limit of
as n → +∞, for some deterministic renormalizing constant K n . Applying Lemma 1 and Theorem 5.1.3 in [2] concludes the proof. 
which is due to Williams [14] . A combination of Lemmas 2 and 3 shows for example that
where the third equality comes from Formula 1.7.1 (12) in [8] . This, of course, matches also the explicit expression (1) for the density of Z 1
2
. Similarly, Lemma 2 and a repeated use of (3) and Lemma 3 shows that
As mentioned in the introduction, the representation of Z −1 α as a Gamma product (finite or infinite) is impossible when α is not the reciprocal of an integer, since then the law of log Z α is not an extended GGC anymore -see Section 7.2 in [2] for details. Other factorizations involving Beta and Gamma random variables are discussed in Section 2 of [13] when α is rational, involving powers.
The latter are not quite adapted to the HCM problem, which heavily depends on powers -see next paragraph. The fact that an appropriate extension of Williams' factorization should be searched for in order to solve the HCM problem for positive stable densities was suggested in the introduction of [3] . [12] . It is a natural question to ask whether the optimal power exponent can be lowered in the case α ≤ 1/2 and in this respect, the following was formulated in [6] .
Conjecture. The density of Z q α is HCM if and only if α ≤ 1/2 and |q| ≥ α/(1 − α).
The only if part of this conjecture is also established in [6] , together with the related fact that the density of the quotient (Z α × Z −1 α ) q is HCM when α ≤ 1/2 and |q| ≥ α/(1 − α). The further factorization ) , obtained similarly as in Lemma 2, can be used to deduce from Theorem 2 in [7] and the main result of [5] that the law of Z q α is a GGC for every α ∈ (0, 1) and q ≥ α/2. This factorization seems however helpless to tackle the HCM problem for lower powers of Z α , which we postpone to future research.
